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In contemporary established biology life is almost exclusively treated as a molecular 

phenomenon. Therefore, the mystery of the origin of life is sought almost exclusively in 

molecular terms and processes. There is no universally accepted definition of life, but we may 

understand it as a highly organized, complex and dynamic process involving information-

energy-matter (IEM) capable of autonomous continuation and potentially limitless evolution 

by means of differential reproduction of its basic units (organisms). Because of its complexity 

and a highly dynamic order, it is almost impossible to envisage, how life could originate from 

the inanimate nature on the basis of some self-organizing molecular process.  

The alternative is that the high molecular organization stems form another highly complex 

organized process / state that functioned (and still does!) on a much vaster area than 

molecules. And contrary to the conviction of the mainstream biology, such processes have 

already been found in water systems, mostly in interfacial water – water that is bound to 

hydrophilic surfaces. These quite frequent and long range ordered water systems can have 

many features of living systems, like pumping of environmental energy, forming aggregates, 

having electrical potential based on charge separation, producing a directed flow of water, 

long range organization of colloidal systems, synchronization with catalytic reactions etc. On 

this basis we propose three partially permeating phases of the origin of life: 1) organized 

water phase involving interplay of hydrophilic surfaces, 2) the phase of quasi cellular 

structures and 3) the phase of molecular organization. Somewhere towards the end of the third 

phase we may speak of the origin of life as known and understood today. 

But even the cellular formations of the second phase that today can be found in nanobes, 

Fox's microspheres and Reich's bions can represent a more universal form of life that is 

capable – if given a suitable molecular environment – to engender simple organisms not in 

terms of millions of years, but in much shorter terms. Following Reich's and DeMeo's 

experiments the transition from the first to the second phase may last only a few days, while 

the next transition up to the end of the third phase may last only a few weeks. 
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